Energy Data Logging – identifying interactions and
component-related energy costs
Logging the data of different variables at appropriate time intervals is the key to understanding how different
machine states, process parameters and the energy and operating media required for die casting processes
interact. Linking such data with just a little additional information about the production process will yield a wide
range of useful insights.
From the sensor to the overall system
By conducting a detailed analysis of the energy and operating fluids, demand data of die casting processes - logged at
a large number different metering points at suitable time intervals - such data can be rendered useful for different purposes. The wide range of applicability includes their use to
document the total energy consumption of monitored devices, to analyse the amount of energy and operating media
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evaluate every single load profile of production cycles and
states of individual die casting machine components. For
this purpose Frech offer expandable modular monitoring
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other divisions or departments of companies to set up a
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sensors and data sources can be integrated into this data logging system.
Understanding energy demand
Causal relationships such as the effect the cycle time or the tempeComprehensive services
rature balance have on the total energy balance of the die casting
In this context Frech offer end-to-end planning and installation serprocess remain all too often unknown in the everyday running of
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that is easy to understand.
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